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i n t r o d u c t i o n

the eVolutIon of the dISplAy AdVeRtISInG mARket oVeR the pASt 

few yeARS hAS Been phenomenAl. AmonG otheR technoloGy 

AdVAncementS, the emeRGence of cloud computInG And 

AffoRdABle AutomAted technoloGIeS whIch Allow effIcIent 

dAtA mAnAGement hAVe cReAted new poSSIBIl It IeS to SeRVe Both 

AdVeRtISeRS- And puBlISheRS’ needS.

What makes ‘big data’ the catch phrase of 2013 is not simply about the size of the 
data. ‘Big data’ also refers to the size of available data for analysis, as well as the 
access methods and manipulation technologies to make sense of the data.

For marketers, ‘big data’ represents a challenge and an opportunity to develop 
intelligent analytical tools to better reach their customers through the right channel, at 
the right time, and with the right device. In the digital advertising world today, marketers 
are faced with an overwhelming level of inventory and audience fragmentation. Each 
customer interaction happens on a different device, different media channel and at a 
different time during the lifecycle of brand engagement. Data is generated throughout.

pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG helpS BRInG StRuctuRe to thIS 

fRAGmentAtIon. It enABleS mARketeRS to conSolIdAte cuStomeR 

InteRActIonS AcRoSS multIple chAnnelS Into A SInGle dAShBoARd, 

And then uSe thAt dAShBoARd to deVelop A SInGle, oVeRARchInG 

StRAteGy ABout how to BeSt enGAGe (And contInue the 

conVeRSAtIon) wIth thoSe AudIenceS.

Along the way, it helps marketers use data to increase advertising effectiveness 
by assigning a value to every impression – and then uses that value to ensure the 
marketer doesn’t waste budget by advertising to prospects who will never have an 
interest in their brand, products or services.

But the benefits of Programmatic Buying are not limited to the buyer. The improved 
effectiveness it delivers for the advertiser also translates into increased relevance for 
the consumer and greater revenue for the publisher.

This whitepaper aims to provide both advertisers and publishers answers to many 
questions surrounding the growing automated trading trend.

The automated trading market is evolving at a fast pace. It is therefore possible that 
part of the content of this whitepaper, published in September 2013, could slightly 
differ from reality given the speed at which things are changing.  

n
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evOlUtIOn OF the 

dISplAy AdvertISIng 

mArket

prOgrAmmAtIC 

BUyIng helpS BrIng 
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e x e c u t i v e  s u m m a r y

pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG methodS, eSpecIAlly ReAl-t Ime BIddInG (RtB), 

ARe on the RISe. dIGItAl dISplAy Ad Spend IS pRoJected to IncReASe In 

the comInG yeARS. 

As programmatic buying continues to grow in prominence, advertisers and media 
buyers can no longer afford to be afraid of or perplexed by automated processes. 
Education will be paramount to socialising programmatic within the media buying 
space and dispelling the myths outlined above.

Planners should feel empowered to ask the same questions they would of a third-
party vendor and recognise that a sound strategy is core to the success of any 
programmatic campaign. Though automated, programmatic is far from a ‘set it 
and forget it’ panacea for digital media buying. It’s simply another tool in a media 
planner’s ever-expanding toolbox for achieving client objectives

the pRomISe IS howeVeR VeRy AmBItIouS: pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG wIll 

Allow medIA BuyeRS to AutomAte mundAne pRoceSSeS, RemoVe 

unneceSSARy StepS, And Spend moRe tIme on StRAteGy, thuS mAkInG 

them moRe effIcIent.

These much-lamented mundane tasks include: faxing insertion orders, collating 
RFPs (who really faxes and collates these days?), back and forth negotiations and 
long rep lunches.

In reality, however, programmatic buying does not alleviate this workload yet. 
Although more and more agencies have various programmatic buying technologies 
at their disposal, some media buyers typically engage clients with standard IOs.

To be fair, those who do their buying in-house can alleviate this need for an IO as 
they set up their own campaigns through a self-serve platform. Those with a desire 
to access private inventory through these systems, however, might find the need to 
maintain a relationship with the media publisher and negotiate on pricing. This can 
be done through a platform in many cases, but it may be easier to negotiate over 
the phone or face-to-face.

All those observations should therefore not let us overlook that the human element 
of programmatic buying is critical to its success: programmatic buying is both an 
art and a science. The scientific component – the algorithm – gets most of the glory, 
but the human element is crucial to proper execution. Algorithms are only as good 
as the data that feeds them. And data is only as good as the strategies it informs.

n
O 2
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While systems help bring data to light, human intuition still matters. Technology 
has altered the role of the media planner, but it has not eliminated it. More data 
requires more strategic thinking around that data, especially when it comes to 
assessing potential partners and optimising purchases over time.

lASt But not leASt, theRe IS quAlIty InVentoRy AVAIlABle to 

AdVeRtISeRS And A ReAl puSh fRom wIthIn the BelGIAn InduStRy 

foR puBlISheRS to polIce theIR InVentoRy And expAnd the cReAtIVe 

cAnVASeS AVAIlABle foR pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG. 

While advertisers are currently limited by mainly display formats, there is promise for 
future growth and maturation in the types of ad canvases that marketers can utilize. 
Of course, the continued evolution of emerging units (such as those put forth as 
part of the IAB Rising Stars program) is dependent on publisher adoption.

Although some premium publishers around the web might still be reluctant to open 
their inventory to exchanges and Supply Side Platfoms (SSPs), other publishers 
have shown it is possible to build a sustainable display advertising model based on 
both direct- and programmatic selling. Creating and securing more premium ad 
inventory through automated trading will allow them to clear bids at higher rates 
and provide higher quality inventory to advertisers. This will also help change the 
misperception that the quality of programmatic inventory, generated in large part by 
ad exchanges, is universally poor.

Publishers need therefore to have a full understanding of their options for digital 
advertising, and once they have fully defined their proposal and positioning, they 
should embrace both programmatic and bespoke advertising in order to maximise 
every revenue opportunity. 

QUAlIty InventOry
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3.1 wAy of woRkInG

defInInG AutomAted tRAdInG oR pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG

The question of how to define programmatic buying is nothing new. It’s a term 
frequently discussed and written about within the Belgian industry.

Programmatic buying is a subset of programmatic marketing. Programmatic 
marketing uses real time systems, rules and algorithms to automate the 
delivery of data driven, targeted and relevant experiences to consumers 
as they interact with a brand’s many touch points. The experiences include 
targeted offers, messages, content or ads across paid, owned and earned channels. 
The best programmatic marketing recognises the consumer as he moves between 
channels and touch points, so that each interaction informs the next. Owned touch 
points include the marketer’s website, mobile apps, social media page and email. 
Earned touch points are those created by the consumers themselves. Programmatic 
buying is the paid part of programmatic marketing: the automated purchase 
of data driven, targeted ads whether they be online display, mobile or video 
ads. Programmatic buying can be accomplished through a Demand Side Platform 
(DSP), but programmatic marketing requires a more comprehensive platform that 
can execute complex logic across a variety of systems, including website content 
management, email, mobile apps, CRM systems, etc.

w h a t  i s  a u t o m a t e d  t r a d i n g ?

n
O 3

wAy OF wOrkIng
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how doeS AutomAted tRAdInG woRk?

SouRce: IAB UK Display Trading Buyers Guide
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deScRIptIon of the pARtIeS InVolVed

trading desk 
A team of ‘programmatic planners / buyers’ is the definition of a trading desk. Most 
agencies claim they have a ‘trading desk’ yet run paid search, affiliates and social 
media marketplace in different buildings to their Real-Time Bidding (RTB) buys, in 
which case they should be called a managed service Demand Side Platform (DSP) 
or ad network. Only when an agency has all programmatic buying under one 
team and one ‘head of’ can they truly call themselves a trading desk and 
have the ability to run a trading desk as it should be done.

Agency trading desks have also been described as:
•	 A dynamic way to purchase audiences, allowing media to be purchased  

in real time rather than from pre-procured inventory
•	 Takes search (an auction based model) and applies that to display media;  

in a real time fashion like a stock exchange
•	 An audience-buying company
•	 A platform that uses data and technology to help advertisers more effectively 

purchase audiences at scale across digital media 

demand Side platform (dSp) 
A Demand Side Platform (DSP) lets you - an advertiser - manage and 
optimise your online ad buys across multiple ad exchanges. This trading 
ensures you the best prices and the most effective placements. Also, the 
process is done in real time - hence the name: Real-Time Bidding.

DSPs have sophisticated targeting and optimisation algorithms (“decisioning 
engines”) that help advertisers and agencies get the most value for each individual 
impression. Basically, these decisioning engines do serious number crunching to 
establish the value of an incoming impression to place a bid accordingly. This is 
all done in milliseconds. DSPs also help advertisers and agencies tie their own 
targeting data or targeting data bought from third parties into the DSPs decisioning 
engine. These third parties might include individual data providers or actual data 
exchanges, which are marketplaces where individual data providers can sell their 
cookie data to advertisers looking to target ads.

the trAdIng deSk

the demAnd SIde
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Supply Side platform (SSp)

On the other side of the eco-system, publishers earn RTB revenue from SSPs 
and exchanges. Instead of letting ads go unsold, they are enhanced with 
first and third party data to create audience segments advertisers desire. 
Real-Time Bidding enables publishers to respond to instantaneous market 
demand. SSPs (supply-side platforms) represent supply-side intermediaries 
that help publishers control how they sell each impression, maximise their 
advertising revenues, better manage and price their inventory.

Indeed, RTB allows publishers to set up a real Yield management approach. They 
can set up a priority in the campaigns they run on their network (specific campaigns 
sold by the direct channels first, followed by low CPM deals, RTB campaigns and 
then autopromo). In a connected inventory, every impression can be monetised! 
And it’s a big evolution. The ad exchange eco-system is also an opportunity for 
publishers to take advantage of the long tail. Some niche sections are too small 
to be sold by direct sales forces. When connected to the open exchange, these 
niches can easily find advertisers’ interest. Automated trading represents also an 
opportunity in term of pricing. A publisher, especially a News one, can easily adapt 
the price of the homepage when big news events happens.

The SSP typically has a technology platform that allows them to interface with many 
sources of advertisers (DSPs, exchanges, etc.), sometimes in real time (known as 
RTB), that will maximise the value for each individual ad spot for the publisher. SSPs 
typically have higher gross margins than exchanges because they are able to layer 
on services such as data management, prioritisation fees, video, etc.

the SUpply SIde

deVelopment of A dSp plAtfoRm

SouRce: IAB Nederland “Automated Trading Whitepaper” - May 2013
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Ad exchange

An ad exchange is a Real-Time Bidding technology platform (as opposed to ad 
network - negotiating price on media inventory) that facilitates the buying and selling 
of online media advertising inventory from multiple ad networks. In other words, 
an ad exchange is a single platform on which publishers, advertisers and 
networks can buy and sell the ad spaces. Any publisher’s unsold inventory is 
collected by the exchange and each impression is auctioned off to the highest bidder. 

reAl-tIme BIddIng

ReAl-t Ime BIddInG pRoceSS

SouRce: IAB Nederland “Automated Trading Whitepaper” - May 2012
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Verification tools & analytics

Ad verification is a service that offers technology to ensure that ads appear 
on intended sites and reach the targeted audience.

Display ads could indeed - in some isolated cases - be shown on moderate to high 
risk sites. In order to prevent such risks, media buyers monitoring brand safety have 
options for identifying and minimizing instances of high-risk impressions. By using 
an ad-blocking tag, a verification company can receive data on site placement and 
page context as the page loads. If either is deemed unsafe, the ad tag will tell the 
adserver to deny the serving of that brand’s ad and then redirect the browser back 
to the publisher’s adserver to choose another ad.

In addition, verification tools also allow advertisers to customise content profiles so 
they can define for themselves the kinds of sites that are okay or not safe, and place 
them accordingly on a white list or flagged list.

Geo-targeting IP-based processes are also available to help identify ads serving 
outside advertisers preferred geo. Another area of quality assurance that media 
buyers use ad verification for is viewability. This defined as the situation where at 
least 50% of the ad is visible for one second or more. 

To track viewability, most use ad verification tags that have the capability to look 
outside of the iframe to assess where the ad is on the page and therefore determine 
viewability. Though this provides a point of reference, it is not a complete measure. 
Another trend surrounding viewability is the incorporation of these ad verification 
measures into attribution models to determine not just the quality of ad spend but 
the overall effectiveness. 

IAB US released in 2012 their IAB Releases Guidelines for the Conduct of Ad 
Verification. The guidelines provide a detailed set of common methods and 
practices for verification of online advertising, useful to verification vendors and 
users of verification services (both buyers and sellers). They include mobile, e-mail 
or lead generation campaigns of all types and address a wide range of topics. For a 
copy of the Guidelines for the Conduct of Ad Verification, please visit www.iab.net/
ad_verification.

QUAlIty 

ASSUrAnCe
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3.2 dIffeRenceS

dIffeRence wIth ReAl-t Ime BIddInG And tRAdItIonAl BuyInG

Marketers who want to run online display ad campaigns, choosing between direct 
channels and real-time bidding (RTB) platforms might seem a little unclear at first. After 
all, the ultimate result is the same: you are placing your ads on a website somewhere.

The process that a marketer must follow, however, to reach that end goal is very 
different depending on the RTB approach and traditional direct buying.

The fundamental difference between direct buys and RTB is the shift from 
buying ad impressions in bulk (direct), to auctioning each impression off 
individually to the highest bidder (RTB).

With direct buys, you are essentially buying impressions in bulk, in order to have 
your ads seen in a specific context. You have the ability to filter the audience that 
sees your ads with targeting rules such as geography or browser type, to name a few 
of the basics, but you’re still ultimately targeting your ads to a specific website. This 
works especially well for brand advertisers and agencies that are very sensitive to the 
placement of their ads, and are willing to pay premium prices to secure such inventory.

Real-Time Bidding is the act of buying digital inventory from multiple publishers 
on an impression by impression basis, typically involving an auction pricing 
mechanism. Every online ad impression can be evaluated, bought, and sold, all 
individually, and all instantaneously. It allows every impression to be cost effective, 
and to be placed in front of the right person, at the right time. When using RTB, 
it is the buyer’s challenge to score every user on a variety of attributes, and place 
the right CPM bid and right creative in front of that user. RTB eliminates broad 
placement of ads and systemically allows each ad to be presented with intent 
behind it, based on available data to the buyer.

rtB vS 

trAdItIOnAl BUyIng

BuyInG VIA AutomAted tRAdInG

SouRce: IAB Nederland “Whitepaper Automated Trading” - May 2013

tRAdItIonAl BuyInG VIA netwoRkS 
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RTB is the center of the spot market for video, display, mobile, and social advertising 
today. RTB has opened the door for much more sophisticated algorithms that can 
only be managed by machines. The best of these make different decisions on each 
impression and take into account dependencies between dimensions. For example, 
rather than turning off a site that underperforms on average, a bidder might 
continue to bid for it only for a subset of consumers for which it performs well.

dIffeRence Between pRIVAte exchAnGe/whItelIStInG/peRfoRmAnce

On the programmatic buying ecosystem, there are lots of ways to access 
sellers inventory. Most common are via the “open exchanges” and the “private 
exchanges”.

The open market (exchanges) is made of exchanges, all exchanges being 
made of a huge amount of publishers and sites, some of them being blind 
on the buy side level but all urls can be visible on a reporting level.

The private exchanges are direct deals concluded between buyers and 
sellers in order to add a quality strategic layer within a campaign and of 
course to access more “premium” inventory (buyer side) and/or to valorize 
more premium placements and audiences, as well as have a better yield 
optimization of the inventory (seller side).

Both of these are optimized against the campaigns KPI’s by buyers in order to 
achieve the best performances (even though it could be complicated to optimize a 
campaign towards CPA on a private exchange, as the price might be too high).

On the open market, the use of white lists represents one of these tactics ; the 
white listing consists in isolating the best performing URLs bought in a 
specific strategy in order to apply a specific monitoring and optimization 
(budget cap change, frequency cap change, maximum bid adaptations, etc.). White 
listing can also be done according to the content and the context of the websites so 
that you can use generic white lists around travel, automotive, etc … depending on 
the buyers needs.

AutomAted pRemIum

The majority of inventory available via programmatic is non-guaranteed, 
auction traded during the ad call although we expect to see more 
guaranteed reserved ‘premium’ inventory available in the future.

Open & prIvAte 

exChAngeS
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With the ability to leverage first party data, premium becomes more about paying 
for being selective. Programmatic premium often involves a guarantee, either of the 
sites themselves, guaranteed placements, audience, or date/time. Plus the quality of 
the publisher brand matters to buyers. It may be exchange or DSP facilitated, and 
could be private.

Transacting premium inventory programmatically certainly elicits the idea of 
convenience. For example, no longer needing insertion orders to obtain premium 
inventory from publishers. Usually there is a set floor price or minimum number of 
impressions to buy in a month.

In other words, Programmatic Premium is nothing but making high-quality publisher 
inventory available through automated sales channels (with direct and controlled 
access to buyers and similarly, to sellers) so that inefficiencies in planning and 
buying digital media are improved. Premium buyers define their desired audiences 
and the system helps them find premium publishers to reach those audiences. 
Similarly, premium publishers can define their premium inventory packages and 
reach out to buyers. Buyers and sellers can negotiate through an automated 
platform and agree on an optimal media plan.

Such buys/deals are then executed like a direct buy/deal, with delivery monitored 
against desired audience at desired frequency, along with pre-defined metrics. 
Finally, it is reduction of human decision-making in the serving of digital ads.

3.3 dAtA

the uSAGe And AcceSSIBIl Ity of dAtA IS An eSSentIAl pARt of 

AutomAted tRAdInG. the AdVeRtISeR cAn decIde to Show (oR not)  

A BAnneR, AS well AS the pRIce he wAntS to pAy foR It,  BASed on 

the dAtA thAt IS ReleASed By A unIque ImpReSSIon.

Here are some examples of data on which a decision can be taken:

•	 Data from the publisher:
 -   The domain name on which the banner is shown;
 -   The format of the banner;
 -   Position of the banner on the page (above the fold versus below the fold).
•	 Contextual information such as keywords or themes of the page on which the 

banner is shown.
•	 ‘Own’ cookie data by which people are reached or excluded if they already 

have visited the site

typeS OF dAtA

SouRce: AdLogix
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•	 Data of 3rd parties by which it becomes possible to specifically show a banner based on:
 -   Purchase intention of a product or service;
 -   Demographical data;
 -   Typology;
 -   Profile data like the ownership of a creditcard, car, house, …;
•	 Geographical data
•	 Time of the day and day of the week.
•	 Browser or operating system.
•	 Internet service provider.
•	 The device used.

As millions of banner impressions are available every day, it is wise to make a 
combination of the targeting options mentioned above in order to produce as less 
waste as possible. In practice, a trading desk will program the bids based on  
(a combination of) the above variables. This real-time data of the campaign will  
be used to adapt continuously the bids in order to optimise the results.

Some data comes from third parties. These parties can be advertisers as well 
as publishers who are willing to make their profile and/or behavioural data 
accessible to the different data exchanges with the objective to generate 
new revenue streams.

 Some examples: 
•	 A comparison engine site for insurances earns revenues based on a cost-per-

lead model for the insurance companies and by selling the cookie data of its 
visitors who are looking for a certain insurance in automated trading.

•	 A website that offers gifts to visitors when completing a questionnaire and when 
giving permission to use this data for other marketing purposes. The data is 
offered to the data exchanges based on a fee per 1000 impressions (CPM)  
or a fee per 1000 unique visitors (CPMU). 

This type of data can be marketed from 0,25€ CPM up to about 5€ CPM.

Advertisers who use data and data exchanges that deliver data, do not own the 
data. It is the party who has collected the data who remains the owner. Because 
the origin and the quality of the data is not easy to control, together with the 
fact that it is not easy to control if the data of the agencies and advertisers 
are used correctly, the purchase and usage of the data is based on trust.

thIrd pArty dAtA

dAtA OwnerShIp 

And trUSt
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From an advertisers’ perspective, the quality of the purchased data can always be 
checked by comparing it with a campaign with the same settings but without the 
usage of data.

3.4 BRAnd SAfety

whAt do we meAn By BRAnd SAfety?

Brand safety refers to practices and tools that enable marketers to ensure 
that an ad will not appear in a context that can damage the advertiser’s 
brand, that every impression is a quality impression (depending on the 
product and of the advertiser, this can vary pretty much), served and 
displayed exactly as intended.

The general types of potential avoidance categories are :

•	 Adult Content
•	 Facilitation of Illegal Activities
•	 Controversial Subjects (Occult, Taboos, Unusual Lifestyles, etc.)
•	 Copyright Infringement 
•	 Drugs/Alcohol/Controlled Substances 
•	 Extreme Graphic/Explicit Violence 
•	 Incentivized Manipulation of Measurements
•	 Hate/Profanity
•	 Nuisance/Spyware/Malware/Warez
•	 Political/Religion
•	 Un-moderated User Generated Content

It is important to insist on the fact that brand safety does not only mean that a 
creative must not run on “bad” websites but also on certain context of “good/
premium” websites. It is highly important to list all contexts that could have a 
negative connotation for advertisers such as news contexts. 

Normally, a news site would be a great place to advertise for an advertiser except 
if it appears next to an inappropriate content for the brand (such as an airline 
company advertising next to a plane crash article). Brand safety partners can help 
brand advertisers assess the quality of ad environments for their brand messages.

BrAnd SAFety

deFInItIOn
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the dIffeRent foRmS of BRAnd SAfety meASuReS

Every DSP includes on their backhand some brand safety tools to prevent click 
fraud or malwares. Most of the exchanges also offer this service to be sure that as 
little inappropriate sites as possible would be present in the global open exchange. 
All websites being part of an ad exchange can be scanned to detect inappropriate 
content and in real-time. This could be done by brand safety partners, pre bid 
or post bid. When inappropriate content is detected, the ad verification vendor 
prevents the ad from being displayed or the URL is flagged for post-campaign 
reporting to the advertiser...

Brand safety measures can also be taken at the campaign level. In this case either a 
code is embedded with the ad to scan ad emplacements context in real time where 
either a black list of URLs or domains is used. You can also choose to work only 
with a white list of known sites.

BRAnd SAfety pARtneRS

Most of the DSPs such as Turn, Mediamath or Adform give the possibility to 
implement brand safety partners to a campaign. There are lots of different partners 
such as DoubleVerify, Proximic, Adsafe or Evidon just to name a few.

Ad VeRIfIcAtIon

Brand safety is only a part of what is called ad verification and which notably 
regroups brand safety, audience verification (control that ads are actually 
served to the intended targeted profile of audience according to KPI’s/briefing) and 
ad viewability (ads which were actually viewable when served, partly, entirely or 
based on other conditional parameters).

Ad verification is a process, which attempts to verify that a campaign has 
executed according to the agency’s or advertiser’s choices and exclusions. 
These choices and exclusions can relate to geo-targeting, audience targeting, ad 
placement, brand safety, page or site context, day parting, competitive separation, 
click or impression fraud, etc.

StAgeS OF 

Ad verIFICAtIOn
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Let’s develop a few of those points*:

A. Geo-targeting

Ads served outside of national and international targeting criteria and outside of 
designated regions as detailed in the media plan after the impression has been served.

B. Inappropriate content

Ads that are running on content that is deemed inappropriate (e.g. adult and illegal 
content, or also what could look like good content but that wouldn’t match with the 
product) by both the media plan and guidelines received from the agency and advertiser. 

Criteria of the guidelines include: 

•	 Black List: a set of websites upon which ads should never be served.
•	 Approved White List: a set of websites upon which ads can be served.
•	 Exact Partner White List: a strict, exclusive set of websites upon which ads 

should only be served.
•	 Inappropriate Content Categories: a set of content categories that define the 

type of websites upon which ads should not be served.

c. competitive Separation

When an advertiser appears on the same page or section as a competitor, as 
defined by the advertiser’s media plan. The advertiser/agency determines the 
competitive set.

SouRce: Point A to F: DoubleVerify (http://www.doubleverify.com/what-is-verification/)

SouRce:  
http://www.adometry.com/assets/files/
resources/uploads/article-evolution-
of-ad-verification_2.pdf

the evolving world of Ad Verification
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d. oBA (online Behavioral Advertising) compliance

Ads and sites that adhere to the (European) Digital Advertising Alliance’s Self-
Regulatory Program for online behavioral advertising.  The Self-Regulatory Program 
requires that all members of the online advertising ecosystem that collect or allow 
third parties to capture user data that is used for behavioral advertising or re-targeting 
must provide consumers with clear notice and choice for their privacy online. 

e. Ad placement

Ad impressions that have been served that fail to adhere to details in the media plan 
in the following scenarios:

•	 Below the fold placement: At least half of an advertiser’s ad appears below the 
fold.

•	 Double-serving: There is more than one impression on a single page from the 
same advertiser.

•	 Road blocks: An advertiser reserves multiple ad units but only a portion of 
those placements are executed.

•	 100% share of voice: An advertiser was set to appear on 100% of a specific 
placement on a page or section of a site and at least one impression was 
served on that page or section without the advertiser’s ad.

•	 Section/ channel targeting: An advertiser reserved a section of the site and ads 
served outside of that section.

•	 Frequency capping: An advertiser determines the number of ads to appear per 
user, by network, across any time frame and the ad delivery fails to meet the 
details outlined in the media plan.

f. fraud detection

Ads are running on sites that include malware and/or adware, invisible to the user 
(e.g. hidden ads), and are fraudulent with the placement of adserving tags. Click 
fraud is pretty common on the exchanges. Some DSPs like Turn integrate a click 
fraud partner on the backhand to prevent these issues (e. g. Adometry).

G. Audience verification

Audience verification services measure audience composition accuracy by verifying 
audience profile against a cookie database owned by a third-party data provider. 
Of course, the same third-party data provider can’t be used for initial targeting and 
audience verification.
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4.1 ActIVeS pARtIeS

youR mAIn GoAl AS An AdVeRtISeR IS to delIVeR youR meSSAGe to 

youR conSumeR. 

Because of technological evolution, the way to do this has changed. Nowadays 
a much more efficient way of doing online campaigns is possible, through a 
programmatic purchase process. It’s up to the marketer to go through this purchase 
process directly (in-house) or with the help of a specialist party. This is where the 
(Agency) Trading Desk comes into the picture. By combining their optimisation 
experience with their analytical DNA, they are able to take the best decisions in 
real time, assuring the campaign will be shown to the most relevant internet users 
for their campaign. On a daily basis, they are interpreting and optimizing the data 
they gather through state-of-the-art technology. They are able to get a view on the 
available inventory through a specific system designed for purchasing (Demand 
Side Platform or DSP) the inventory made available (Sell Side Platform or SSP) 
by Publishers. Both the DSP and SSP ‘communicate’ with each other but are fully 
independent systems enabling both parties to work on their own goals (the demand 
side wants the best inventory for the most optimal price, the sell side wants the most 
qualitative advertiser bringing them the most optimal revenue). That is why, for 
Publishers, there is also the availability via their SSP to block part of their inventory 
for manual buying only and to set a minimum price they would need for their 
inventory.

In the following points, we zoom in on one of the possible techniques of 
programmatic buying: Real-Time Bidding (RTB). We will be mapping the different 
players in the changing landscape, positioning where it is currently possible to do 
this kind of purchasing and which approach to take.

Belgian Buyers

In Belgium, traditional media agencies have started putting up their Trading 
Desks. Independent Trading Desks that specialize themselves in RTB are 
available as well, and offer services in RTB. Belgian Trading Desks use a variety 
of tools or so called DSPs to serve their RTB campaigns.

Belgian Inventory

In the world of RTB, it is important to note that you are not necessarily 
bidding on Belgian .be-sites.  The technological revolution allows you to 
also bid on Belgian visitors who visit international websites.

t h e  b e l g i a n  e c o - s y s t e m

n
O 4

BelgIAn lAndSCApe

IAB AutomAted tRAdInG whItepApeR
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Nowadays, the available inventory of impressions by Belgian surfers, that goes 
through RTB, is between 4 and 6 billion per month in the first half of 2013. These 
inventories can be accessed via a diversity of technological platforms and networks.

The drivers of the RTB evolution were probably the big international giants on our 
market. Google started building its ad exchange using the DoubleClick technology 
and the AdWords platform. Microsoft had their acquisitions in the field, and like  
Hi-Media they have teamed up with AppNexus to make their inventory available.

Facebook started building its ad exchange last year, mainly allowing buyers to run 
retargeting campaigns on the social network.

Allthough RTB implies a shift from buying audiences instead of publisher inventory, 
not all local Belgian publishers have shifted with this evolution. Local publishers 
have been steadily analysing the technological possibilities that RTB brings with 
them. Some are running tests, others are already running campaigns; each 
publisher is adopting programmatic at a different speed depending on their strategy 
and on the structure of their actual teams. 

4.2 eVolutIon of the BelGIAn InVentoRy

At the moment, medIA BuyeRS cAn Buy Between 7 to 10 BIll Ion 

ImpReSSIonS on the BelGIAn dISplAy mARket (Both pRoGRAmmAtIc 

BelGIAn ReAch And tRAdItIonAl .Be InVentoRy). moSt of the 

InVentoRy IS compoSed By unSold ImpReSSIonS puBlISheRS ARe 

puShInG wIthIn the SyStem. 

Fortunately, more and more publishers are embracing programmatic buying, 
auctioning impressions day after day so that the available inventory is increasing daily.

Premium placements are still sold traditionally because of their value as a 
commodity, but sellers are in deep reflection of monetising it through the automated 
eco-system as they are doing it for years based on insertion orders.

BUy AUdIenCeS, 

rAther thAn 

InventOry

SouRce: PointBlank & AdForm
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m a r k e t  r e g u l a t i o n

5.1 leGAl ReGulAtIon And StAndARdISAtIon

AutomAted tRAdInG And ReAl-t Ime BIddInG pRoVIde Both puBlISheRS 

And AdVeRtISeRS wIth new poSSIBIl It IeS to expAnd theIR mARket And 

ReAch. But theRe ARe potentIAl hAzARdS too. loSS of contRol, foR 

All pARtIeS InVolVed, could pRoVe to Be dAnGeRouS. 

Publishers no longer control the content of advertisements shown on their platforms: 
a damaged reputation thus lurks around the corner.

And the same thing goes for advertisers: perhaps their ads are shown on a site, in a 
context, they don’t want to be associated with.

Further regulation and standardisation of the market can provide an answer to these 
issues.

market Regulation

Regulation in terms of complying with all legal obligations: inform users 
about collecting and using/sharing data. Allow users to opt out.

Regulation in terms of technical implementation: to obtain efficiency and 
assured functionality, the market should adopt standards that allow publishers 
to maintain sufficient control of their data, provide advertisers with sufficient 
information to valorize traffic and result in a smooth experience for surfers.

Self-Regulation & legal compliance

To comply with current and future privacy legislation, publishers need 
to request prior consent from the user to collect and use their data for 
commercial purposes. Legally speaking, they are responsible for all data 
being collected on their webpages, including use of data by third party scripts.

As these third party scripts communicate directly between the browser and the third 
party, it is impossible for the publisher to check the application of the privacy laws.

A market regulation initiative in terms of a ‘Code of Conduct’ could create a 
framework for a trustful execution of Automated Trading/Real-Time Bidding for all 
parties involved.

More info on the framework : details on OBA Framework IAB Europe/EDAA (i-icon) 
in annexes.

n
O 5
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5.2 technIcAl ReGulAtIon

cuRRent ImplementAtIonS of AutomAted tRAdInG/ReAl-t Ime 

BIddInG SolutIonS often woRk on clIent-SIde, cReAtInG A dIRect 

l Ink Between the BRowSeR And the At/RtB mARket BeInG SeRVed. 

thIS IS woRkABle foR one At/RtB SolutIon, In A SImple Setup At A 

puBlISheR’S weBSIte.

In the real world however, this is not a sustainable solution. Implementing various 
client-side Automated Trading/Real-Time Bidding solutions on a number of 
websites, mobile apps, tablet apps … will lead to enormous complexity for each 
platform that is implemented. This in consequence will lower the efficiency of the 
Automated Trading/Real-Time Bidding solution and will decrease the scalability of 
the implementation.

This calls for regulation on a technical level as well. A good standard of 
implementation, preferably server side, would allow publishers to deliver a smooth 
user experience to their visitors, and would allow advertisers to be more creative, 
without having to comply with a number of browser based scripts and tags.

Why preferably server-side? As this gives publishers greater control of the data 
they trade, without risking to lose it, and while making sure they comply to all legal 
demands for the visitor they are serving.

Regulating the market for Automated Trading/Real-Time Bidding will benefit 
all parties involved. Users can be sure their privacy will not be violated by 
the websites they visit. Publishers maintain control over their data without 
losing revenue, while guarding the user experience their visitors expect from 
them. Advertisers benefit from a regulated market as it creates a simpler 
environment for being creative, and they can protect their brand image by 
only distributing it in a regulated context.

 

COnClUSIOn
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1 0  m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s

In this part we will focus on some misunderstandings living amongst publishers, 
agencies and advertisers about automated trading. The main focus is programmatic 
buying but for some statements, Real-Time Bidding (possible technique of 
programmatic buying) will be handled separately.

pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG IS ceRtAInly chAnGInG the wAy BuyeRS And 

SelleRS ARe tRAnSActInG InVentoRy

As more and more layers of inventory are being automated, they are disrupting the 
classic ad network business because of the diminishing role of the middleman.

Some of them have taken advantage of this opportunity offering expert services on 
technology or a new model based on scalable optimisation. Media agencies on 
the other hand are actually embracing the technology via their trading desks and 
adding an additional tactical layer to their strategy, all managed in house.

yeS, But It chAnGeS RApIdly. ReAl-t Ime BIddInG hAS A uSeR centRIc 

AppRoAch whIch IS contRAdIctoRy wIth the mAIn BuSIneSS 

oBJectIVe of pRemIum puBlISheRS: mAtch BRAnd AdVeRtISeRS wIth 

hIGhly contextuAl And tRuSted edItoRIAl content.

On a timeline, RTB impressions are bought “now” whereas direct sales have sold 
inventory “yesterday”. This inherently means that RTB is used for unsold inventory by 
the direct sales teams and this is why premium publishers need to be careful as to 
what part of the inventory they can make available on RTB. Opening RTB inventory 
without implementing a decent yield management strategy (priority rules, domain 
name visibility, ad quality management, floor prices,…) could cause a decline in 
direct sales and have a negative effect on the overall revenue.

However, the automated trading process brings so much efficiency in the media 
transaction that it certainly should not be limited to unsold inventory. Nowadays 
publishers can integrate automated trading, RTB and ad exchanges in a tailor-made 
way and setting up a private market place, qualifying the inventory, etc.

AUtOmAted  

trAdIng kIllS  

Ad netwOrkS

n
O 6
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AUtOmAted 

trAdIng IS USed 

FOr SellIng yOUr 

UnSOld InventOry
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AutomAted tRAdInG uSed foR AutomAtInG the dIRect SAleS pRoceSS 

hAS no neGAtIVe ImpAct on the VAlue of the InVentoRy BecAuSe 

puBlISheRS Set the Sell InG pRIce of the InVentoRy.

It will increase the net result due to of the operational cost reduction effect. More 
budget will flow towards guaranteed campaigns as automated trading removes 
barriers to buy premium inventory and ultimately increases the value of the 
inventory.

RTB is subject to the law of supply and demand. On a single impression point of 
view RTB will probably be able to deliver higher CPM’s. But when demand is low, 
the value of the impression declines rapidly, ultimately trending to zero if no buyer is 
available. It is therefore key that publishers use the tools provided by RTB platforms 
to selectively define floor prices and carefully select inventory positions.

AS mentIoned ABoVe, RtB IS SuBJect to the lAwS of Supply And 

demAnd.

Accepting international buyers will create more demand in the market and could 
increase revenue without lowering the value of inventory through yield management 
protections.

However, international buyers are not aware of the intrinsic value of the media 
brands of, for example, premium publishers in Belgium. Due to this lack of 
knowledge, there is a risk that they will not valorize it and they will not buy at 
premium prices. Therefore, demand will drop and premium publishers will have to 
lower their prices. In this case, international buying has lowered the value. On the 
other hand, more media space can be sold, with an increase of revenue as result. 

If  puBlISheRS would Accept Any SAleS chAnnel to SouRce theIR 

InVentoRy, they would defInItely do.

Media buyers started leveraging their direct sales power to force ‘premium’ 
publishers to open their most valuable inventory to RTB. Hence, publishers lose 
control over the selling price of their inventory. But, programmatic buying and 
more specific RTB offers publishers the opportunity to fully control all parameters 
when selling their inventory, like: advertisers, advertisers type, ad category, buyers, 
language, format type, etc. 

AUtOmAted 

trAdIng gIveS leSS 

vAlUe tO yOUr 

InventOry

InternAtIOnAl 

BUyIng wIll lOwer 

yOUr vAlUe

pUBlISherS lOSe 

COntrOl Over 

theIr InventOry
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AutomAted tRAdInG ImplIeS RemoVInG tRAnSActIon effIcIency 

BARRIeRS And AllowS the dIRect SAleS teAmS to Be In contAct wIth 

the clIentS foR VAlue AddInG communIcAtIon. 

In case of RTB, publishers will actually have to maintain contact with the trading 
desks in order to make sure that their inventory is properly targeted. Moreover, 
relevant sales data can be extracted from the RTB platform allowing to feed the 
direct sales teams with qualified sales data. 

It  IS A much heARd RemARk In the mARket, But not neceSSARIly tRue.

Data is a hot topic and the questions are: who is the owner of the data and 
what is the lifetime of data? The value of data resides in the publishers’ ability to 
qualify accurately its audience and resell this trustful qualification to buyers. Ideally 
publishers know their audience and where to find them in their content at any given 
time. In addition, publishers are in control of what they sell and to whom and can 
therefore build safety nets around data.

thIS IS A mAtteR of VolumeS. would you RAtheR Sell 50.000 

ImpReSSIonS At €12 cpm oR hAlf A mIll Ion At €1.20cpm?

RTB as an auction based process can increase CPM prices due to competitive 
demand. In addition, media buying and selling is optimised because it is done on a 
single impression point of view and enriched with user data. In this respect RTB can 
also optimise the value of CPC.

pUBlISherS lOSe 

COntACt wIth, And 

OvervIew OF, theIr 

ClIentS

AUtOmAted 

trAdIng SteAlS 

yOUr dAtA

AUtOmAted 

trAdIng IS A gOOd 

AlternAtIve FOr 

lOw Cpm And CpC
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At thIS tIme, mAInly IAB StAndARd foRmAtS wIth A mAx of 60 kB 

ARe tRAnSActed thRouGh RtB (See chApteR 8.7 on Ad foRmAtS). AS 

the InduStRy IS RApIdly eVolVInG, oRIGInAl foRmAtS ARe AlReAdy 

AVAIlABle And new foRmAtS wIll Be comInG In contInuouSly.. 

This will create upselling opportunities for special formats. Today, more and more 
technology providers are listening to the publishers needs in term of formats. 
Even the more specific formats will be available in a midterm. Nevertheless, you 
sometimes need several platforms to run standards, rich media and mobile formats, 
because not all DSPs or ad serving technologies have certified templates in Flash or 
HTML5 available and know how to serve them.

As the Automated Trading offers the opportunity to follow campaign performances 
more closely, the role of an adapted and intelligent creative presents opportunities. 
Using pixels on an end-client’s website in combination with XML, it is possible 
to retarget website visitors with products that they seem to be interested in on 
placements bought via RTB platforms. Bare in mind that this format (MediaMind ‘s 
Smart Versioning, Adform ‘s Dynamic Creative Optimization, Flashtalking ‘s Product 
Level retargeting) also requires creative effort to create the animation, text, call-to-
action button and colours of a brand. 

eVen If the AIm of AutomAted tRAdInG IS AutomAtInG the pRoceSSeS 

of Sell InG And BuyInG dISplAy AdVeRtISInG cAmpAIGnS It doeSn’t 

meAn thAt mARketeRS don’t need youR humAn SkIllS AnymoRe.

On the contrary, there will be a need more skilled people to manage these types of 
campaigns. Both sales and accounts will have to be more analytical and financial 
minded in order to optimise campaigns. Even the set up of a deal between a 
publisher and a trading desk still require a phone call between the two parties. 
Today many digital players are still using the fax as IO confirmation.

AUtOmAted 

trAdIng Only 

tAkeS IntO 

ACCOUnt StAndArd 

FOrmAtS? 

everythIng IS 

AUtOmAted
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o p p o r t u n i t i e s

7.1 why And when IS AutomAted tRAdInG An oppoRtunIty?

AutomAted tRAdInG, on Both SIdeS (SelleRS And BuyeRS), IS A new 

model, whIch IS extRemely ImpoRtAnt. At IS complex, But once 

coRRectly executed, cAn Be VeRy BenefIcAl foR All pARtIeS.

Over the years, depending on the publisher, unsold inventory has grown bigger 
and this does not only represent small websites or sections within their portfolio. 
Depending on the moment of the day, week, or on the website or section, the 
booking rate can vary a lot, which means the publisher needs to gain in flexibility for 
the yield management.

Automated trading can be the solution to better monetise inventory by 
adding more flexibility and the notion of real time inventory management.

First thing to do is finding the right partner/technical solution (Supply Side Platform) 
to work with (Rubicon, AdEx, PubMatic, Appnexus, Adform, etc.) depending on 
different parameters such as the fee, compatibility with the Exchange and local 
Trading Desks solutions (Demand Side Platforms), the capacity to cluster and classify 
the inventory, etc.

Once the setup is done, Publishers can connect with agencies/trading desks and 
setup direct deals in order to sell this unsold inventory.

With good partnerships, appropriate floor prices (that could be different by day, 
section, format or even advertiser), a publisher could substantially increase its direct 
revenue. A publisher could also get a brand new advertiser, which would not have 
signed on a guaranteed basis.

On another hand, publishers have accumulated a substantial amount of data 
(e-mails, physical addresses, social-demo, cookies, etc.) that are most of the time 
used, and for which they have no clue how to use it.

Monetising this data is something very new (and could be very hard) in the way 
publishers needs to think about revenue. Agencies/trading desks are looking for this 
information to better achieve campaigns goals and/or to enhance their campaign 
tactics.

It is up to the publisher to decide if these data will be sold alone (additional revenue) 
or linked to inventory (increase in the floor price) and to whom it will be accessible.

OppOrtUnItIeS 

FOr the pUBlISher

n
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On the advertiser’s side, there is a lot to win/earn going through programmatic 
buying. An advertiser can reach a new audience faster and cheaper than 
going through traditional digital media buying. Real-Time Bidding being the 
most efficient way of buying programmatic today, it is also the best way for the 
advertiser to reach the right audience at the right moment, at the right price, the 
audience value being algorithmically optimised by the DSP.

As an advertiser, you’re used to see your campaign on a specific site, section, 
moment of the day/week, as well as the surfers. Whatever share of voice your 
agency buys, you’ll touch 100% (of the agreed share of voice) of the surfers, 
interested or not by the product/brand.

Real-Time Bidding allows buyers to only target relevant profiles for specific 
products/brands and get rid of the non-relevant audience.

It is also a form of yield management, based on profiles/audience and not on 
inventory/sites. The tens of thousands of available sites/inventory sources will allow 
the product to get a very big reach, which a guaranteed buy can’t provide.

Flexibility is also a key change provided by programmatic buying which allows 
the agencies/trading desks to manage budget per tactic and to transfer it more or 
less to the best performing ones in real time while keeping an eye on the overall 
objectives.

7.2 At whAt poInt do you chooSe foR tRAdItIonAl BuyInG 
oR pRoGRAmmAtIc BuyInG?

theRe IS no poInt of chooSInG one oR AnotheR.

Some advertisers will decide to keep doing traditional buys only when others will 
switch completely to programmatic when others, again, will use both 50/50.

It is up to the agency/trading desks to make the best recommendation for its clients 
depending on what the goal of a campaign is.

OppOrtUnItIeS FOr 

the AdvertISer
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r t b  &  m o b i l e

on the deSktop, pRoGRAmmAtIc oR AutomAted BuyInG of dISplAy 

AdS hAS AlReAdy mAde huGe InRoAdS, eSpecIAlly In the moSt mAtuRe 

mARketS Such AS the uS, the uk And GeRmAny. 

Its advocates say that it has led to a more transparent and efficient digital 
ad market. But it is in mobile where programmatic buying may make the 
most difference. That’s because smartphones are advertising platforms that 
we carry in our pockets, and with RTB that means marketers can reach us in 
real-time, and target potential customers according to location and context. 

Here’s an overview of why Real-Time Bidding could make the difference in mobile, 
digital advertising’s new frontier, according to Business Insider: 

•	 It could help solve the cpm problem: The glut of ad inventory as global 
audiences rush into mobile has dragged on mobile display ad CPMs. That 
means publishers can’t monetise their mobile audiences effectively via ads. 
Advocates of programmatic — or automated buying and selling — say it can 
deliver the scale and efficiency needed to effectively match buyers and sellers 
and boost CPMs.

•	 leveraging location data via RtB: RTB is a style of programmatic buying 
in which digital advertising opportunities are auctioned off in real-time. The 
auctions take place in milliseconds as advertisers bid on the right to show 
you an ad immediately after you open an app or click to a new web page. 
On mobile, RTB could be extremely powerful  because consumers take their 
devices everywhere. 

•	 helping to reach the holy grail of mobile advertising — controls and 
efficiencies: Believers in RTB and programmatic for mobile say they are 
making giant strides in perfecting their technologies, so they’ll have the ability 
to leverage consumer data on mobile and track users as they do on PCs (while 
still being sensitive to privacy concerns). That will include location, contextual, 
and demographic data layered on top of real-time ad requests. 

•	 Some publishers already achieve higher cpms with RtB than they do with 
traditional ad networks: As a result, RTB is seeing wider adoption across the 
mobile ad ecosystem, and positive momentum on both sides of the equation. 
The sell-side is providing more premium inventory, and larger publishers. And 
the buy-side is seeing more demand for RTB from advertisers and agencies. 
Of course, RTB and programmatic are contributing to hyper-efficient markets 
where ad prices tend to be low. The key is for RTB to bring scale to premium 
mobile ad marketplaces, bring in scale-focused brands, and lift all boats that 
way. 

rtB mAkeS the 

dIFFerenCe In 

mOBIle
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h o w  t o  s t a r t ?

9.1 how to StARt AS An AdVeRtISeR?

defIne youR GoAlS

The first step will always be to determine your objectives. Do I want more awareness 
on behalf of my organisation, do I want to build on my current awareness in order to 
create more consideration for a purchase, do I want to boost my sales, or do I want all 
of the above? It is crucial to think long term in this phase, but to split up this long 
term vision into smaller parts. Goals will be different after one month, three months, 
six months or one year. The way to reach those goals will also be evolving as time goes 
by. Monitoring your campaign on a daily basis is the best way to find out how your 
campaign reacts on the different elements, enabling you to challenge your strategy and 
objectives constantly in order to reach the best results you possibly can reach.

defIne youR StRAteGy 

Starting a programmatic campaign is largely comparable to any other online 
media campaign. Most importantly you should never lose sight of your objectives. 
Determining those objectives is a logical first step. 

Once you have defined your goals, it is time to take a moment to think about the 
flow of your website: try to have as few steps as possible in order to drive your 
traffic to convert on your goals as easily as possible. Having a clear overview of 
your funnel will help you understand the consumer journey on your website and 
helps you determine what you should track. This tracking will give you full visibility 
on what happens on your website before/during/after the campaign, in real-
time. These insights give you the opportunity to learn more about your customers’ 
behavior and empower you to optimise toward their needs.

Whenever you have a clear idea on what you want to achieve and the 
technical implementation has been completed, it is time to start the 
campaign strategy. This is the point where you will be deciding on which 
environments you want to be active when starting the campaign. This initial strategy 
can be based on reach, price and relevance to your target audience. In a later 
stage, once the campaign is up and running, optimisations will be done.

The next step is to build a creative strategy in line with the media strategy 
and based on the objectives you want to reach. A clear link between those 
three elements will increase the chance for success. If the strategies are not aligned, 
opportunities will be missed.

AS An AdvertISer

n
O 9

IAB AutomAted tRAdInG whItepApeR
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Get StARted

Your goals are clear, the technical implementation is done and you have determined 
your strategies? Great! This means you’re ready to start your campaign.

On a daily basis you will be able to gather more and more relevant data thanks to 
the tracking pixels and the algorithms in the technology you are using. This data will 
become the foundation for your campaign. You should monitor this data on a daily 
basis in order to see trends and evolutions upon which you will act and optimise in 
order to get the maximum results from your campaign. These data will also give 
you the opportunity to adapt your strategy, or add additional strategies. 
Depending on what you will read in the data this could be Real-Time Bidding, CPM, 
Low CPM, Re-Targeting, CPA … or any other strategy.

As part of your media strategy, your creative strategy can have a big impact on your 
campaign results. Through AB-testing (you will be testing creation A versus creation 
B) you will be learning which message, color, image … is working best for your 
objectives.

9.2 how to StARt AS A puBlISheR?

how to defIne youR GoAlS? 

As a publisher, you want to sell your inventory in the most effective way possible. 
Effectiveness in this case comes down to assuring a maximisation of your 
revenue and a minimisation of the manual labor to get to that point. 

You have to define a real Yield management approach and begin with a 
kind of audit of your ad inventory. What’s the percentage of specific campaigns 
sold by my direct channels, low CPM deals, autopromo’s in order to define which 
volume to put in RTB, etc.

By including your inventory into ad exchanges, you will also increase your chances 
to get access to advertiser budgets. You will be able to increase the reach for the 
advertiser with audience extension (re-target proper visitors on different websites), 
but also to use data to increase your own reach. All these data will increase your 
transparency and thus help you maximise your profit.

AS A pUBlISher
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tips for publishers:

•	 Include automated trading into the overall sales. Automated trading is not 
a stand-alone revenue stream.

•	 Set clear rules: what part of my inventory is premium, what part of my 
inventory is available for automated buying? Why are they different? Defining 
this will avoid cannibalisation. 

•	 Maximise demand: the more potential buyers for the inventory, the higher the 
price can be. Combine both directly sold campaigns with campaigns through 
networks and trading desks.

•	 Define which partners to allow (or block) from your inventory pool.
•	 Find the right balance between floor prices and maximised profit.
•	 Constant monitoring and analysis of data is crucial for the success of 

automated trading. Don’t be fooled: there is more to it than just enabling the 
possibility. 

•	 Create awareness, also internally and in the highest ranks. Assure everybody 
in your organisation knows what automated trading is all about and what 
possibilities it brings. 

how to defIne youR StRAteGy? 

You have to think of programmatic being part of your global sales strategy, 
considering pricing and organisation of your offer. As said, it is supposed to 
increase the contact with buyers. So analyse what kind of client your direct sales 
force can’t access (for lack of time reason, not enough potential…). Proceed to the 
same analysis concerning your portfolio, some types of content are maybe difficult 
to monetise by your “analogic” channel.

This analysis will probably give you indication on how automated trading can be 
complementary to your strategy, and will help to define what would be exclusively be 
sold by your team, what can be accessible via both sources, and what must be pure 
programmatic. 

Programmatic Pricing definition will depend on the real value you get of your 
different inventories (remnant vs premium, context vs reach, data enrichment) via a 
deep eCPM analysis. A good Programmatic strategy will avoid sales channel 
competition (direct & automated) and is supposed to uplift your placements 
value by providing an improved visibility of your offer.

tIpS tO deFIne 

yOUr gOAlS
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Introspection is not enough to define an adapted strategy. You’ll also have to 
understand what the expectations of the buyer side are, and see how you can 
propose inventory buckets that match with their different bidding strategies (for 
example: recruitment vs retargeting, contextualisation & data enrichment) and 
sustainable pricing policy for both side. Always considering your global strategy & 
sales channel combination 

Then, another crucial point is the way you want to sell your properties in 
programmatic. You have several options such as Open auction, private auction 
and Private Market place. And think to a coherent priority & pricing management, 
related to certain privilege & added value you provide through certain deal types.

how to put In plAce? 

You’ll have to select the SSP vendor matching with the RTB strategy you plan 
to release in term of: interconnectivity with buyer tools, deal types possibilities, 
inventory structure options, visibility, buyer control features, rev share…

While the pricing & sales channels combination analysis is achieved, you’ll have to 
structure your offer accordingly, and connect it to your adserver.

You will need between 2 weeks and 2 month for a full rollout, depending on the 
complexity of your approach.

You would have to communicate to the buyers you would like to attract, that your 
programmatic offer is ready.

As from launch, a very frequent monitoring of delivery, filrate, bid landscape, 
advertiser & creative is important to proceed adequate fine-tuning.

tips for publishers:

•	 Make an audit of your ad inventory
•	 Think of the complete ecosystem when choosing a technical platform. 

A SSP with the most advanced functionalities won’t be useful if the majority of 
DSPs available on the market can’t connect to it

•	 Take into account the rapid evolution of the technology when choosing 
a platform. Maybe one platform doesn’t fit your needs today but it will a 
couple of weeks later

•	 Test, test, test! It’s the best way to learn about this ecosystem.

tIpS tO pUt yOUr 

StrAtegy In plACe
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RoAdmAp foR puBlISheRS

Define your commercial strategy

•	 Goals, chances, threats, SWOT, risk management, impact on organization 
(sales, adops...).

What are the best solutions, options regarding the commercial strategy defined?

•	 Product offerings (guaranteed, non-guaranteed, open/closed, websites, mobile
•	 Inventory & data platforms
•	 Possible technical platforms

Once you defined strategy and choose an SSP or Private Marketplace partner, the 
publisher will receive a code per placement with instructions from the technology 
supplier. Basically, this code can consist of javascript/iframe and can be loaded 
synchronous or asynchronous on the website of the publisher. The code will consist 
of various features that need to be filled in:

•	 ID for stating the inventory source/publisher
•	 ID for stating the placement
•	 Dimensions of the placement including width or height
•	 Indication if the placement is above or below the fold
•	 The minimum price a DSP should bid for receiving an impression (floor price 

or second floor price)
•	 A way to pass the referrer to the script to report the domain the impression was on
•	 A way to hide the domain
•	 A so-called passback URL, meaning when bids are not sufficient, the 

impression will be passed to a back-up script
•	 The category (ID) the webpage or website belongs to, for example automotive, 

entertainment…
•	 The language used on the webpage

Once all settings are filled in, the code can be put live on the adserver of the 
publisher controlling the amount of impressions or SOV (share of voice) the SSP will 
get. Depending on SSP technology, a code is not even needed, because it can be 
linked to the adserver directly. Keep in mind that it may take some time before the 
first impression will appear. An implementation can happen very quickly in less than 
a day or can last a few month depending on the amount of placements and the way 
the adserver is setup on the publisher’s website.

the BIg StepS
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BudGet

On top of the implementation fees, which depend on the complexity of your 
commercial strategy and your inventory, you will have to face a revenue-based 
model. Indeed, the pricing model proposed by the majority of those 
technology providers is based on the revenues you earn via the platform. 
The average percentage is between 5 and 20%. A business model based on 
technical fee (as for an adsever for example) would be more scalable for the 
publishers.

Ad foRmAtS

Adform conducted some studies on the European trends within the Real-Time 
Bidding landscape, highlighting that the ad formats driving the most media 
spend are situated around the Universal Ad Package: Medium Rectangle 
(300x250), Leaderboard (728x90) & Wide SkyScraper (160x600). In Belgium, the 
situation is not different: Leaderboard (728x90), Medium Rectangle (300x250) and 
Wide SkyScraper drive between 60-70% of all available impressions in Belgian RTB-
inventory.

Since the start of the Facebook Ad Exchange, their format (image between 
dimensions 100x72 and 110x80 with 25 characters title and 90 characters 
description) has become very popular in the Belgian RTB-landscape with about 
10-20% of possible ad impressions. The format has even become a standard: 
Some networks such as Konverto for example integrated the InfoTizer format within 
the content of websites and are offering it via RTB in cooperation with Adform. 
Customised formats unique to certain websites are being created in Private 
Marketplaces or SSPs who are willing to be more flexible with the dimensions of 
an ad. An example is the specialized newsfeed format of Facebook with image 
dimensions 308x308, only available on a select amount of DSPs. This has its limits 
of course, since both the buyside (DSP) and the sellside (SSP) need to be able to 
serve the dimensions of a new format. But innovation which is key to the world of 
Real-Time Bidding is not held back.

Although small in proportion in Belgium, video and other rich media are becoming 
increasingly more available in the world of programmatic buying. An evolution that 
has recently become popular in the Netherlands is allowing IAB Rising Star formats 
such as Billboard (970x250) and Floor Ad on the different inventories (AppNexus, 
Rubicon, Improve Digital).

the mOSt USed Ad 

FOrmAtS wIth rtB
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Instream ads or pre-roll video is also available in Belgium via RTB: a large 
majority of the Belgian bid requests (80-120 million views per month) is coming 
from YouTube via DoubleClick Ad Exchange for Google, but DSPs like TubeMogul 
who are specialized in video ads offer 20-25% extra above YouTube’s inventory 
in Belgium. Language remains a challenge to video inventory, since not all video 
players detect the language of the browser, thus not serving a video in the right 
language towards the viewer.

Last but not least, let’s not forget mobile inventory in the RTB landscape. In Belgium, 
a total of 800 million impressions per month are served on mobile phones or 
tablets via programmatic buying. Keep in mind that this inventory is split up: mobile 
inventory that is available via websites or mobile ads served in apps of devices. A 
total of 80 million impressions served on websites being visited by mobile phones 
and tablets can be bought in Belgium. In-app inventory is not available in all DSPs, 
but Turn and specialized mobile DSPs such as StrikeAd have about 720 million 
impressions available for the Belgian market. In other words, 90 to 95% of all 
mobile inventory in RTB is served and available in mobile apps.

tARGetInG optIonS

Targeting options are multiple via the DSPs: language, country, regions, cities, 
device are standard possibilities offered thanks to the browser language, the 
IP address and the operating system information available within.

Publishers can also choose to classify their own inventory and make this information 
available from the SSPs to the DSPs so that the buyers have more vision to make 
choices.

Advertisers are also in possession of very useful first party data, that allow, once 
plugged to the DSPs to re-target or blacklist audiences according to their level of 
engagement with their brand website. In addition, every DSPs can be linked to 3rd 
party data providers that provide additional layers of information such as contextual, 
behavioral, semantic or demographic to allow the buyers to setup a more detailed 
and controlled strategy making smarter media investments.

The most 3rd party data providers used on the Belgian market are: Bluekai, 
Exelate, Mark & Mini, Grapeshot, Peer39, Proximic, AdmantX having all their own 
specificities. Unfortunately, they are all international players and the amount of data 
available regarding Belgium keep being very tiny.

vIdeO & mOBIle
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On the contrary, local publishers are possessing lots of data regarding 
Belgian audiences and possibilities are being explored to make it available 
on a way or another to buyers as well.

For the first time, data are monetised, linked to the inventory or separately, and 
buyers have the flexibility to add, or not, additional layers to their strategy to 
enhance the targeting.

Of course, data have a cost that can vary between 0.20€ and 5€ CPM (sometimes 
less, sometimes way more expensive) depending on the targeting looked for. Pricing 
can also vary depending on the 3rd party vendor used so the buyer has to use it 
carefully and keep an eye on the final goal of its campaign.

Taking all of this into consideration, looking at pros and cons of each possible 
options, being able to optimise the strategy impression by impression makes the 
buyers able to tweak tactics as much as possible and achieve best in class results for 
both branding and performance campaigns.

mOnetISe dAtA
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a n n e x e s

Data, contextual Providers & Solutions
•	 Bisnode
•	 Nugg.Ad
•	 Proximic
•	 Grapeshot
•	 Peer39
•	 Integral
•	 Crystal Semantics

Buying Solutions
•	 Adform
•	 Doubleclick Bid Manager
•	 Turn
•	 Mediamath
•	 DataXu
•	 Appnexus
•	 TubeMogul (Video)
•	 AdapTV (Video)
•	 StrikeAd (Mobile)

Sales Houses & Ad Networks
•	 Publicitas
•	 Criteo
•	 Zanox
•	 Tradedoubler
•	 Videoplaza
•	 Valueclick
•	 Horyzon media
•	 Ligatus
•	 Yahoo!
•	 Ybrantdigital
•	 Matomy
•	 Konverto

Agency Trading Desks
•	 Amnet
•	 Xaxis
•	 Cadreon
•	 Accuen

Selling Solutions
•	 Improve Digital
•	 The Rubicon Project
•	 PubMatic
•	 GoogleAdEx
•	 Appnexus
•	 Liverail (video)
•	 SpotXchange (video)

Trading Solutions & Exchanges
•	 Hi-Media
•	 Orange
•	 Marketplace by Adtech
•	 Appnexus
•	 DoubleCLick AdExchange
•	 Microsoft Exchange
•	 Spotxchange

•	 AdapTV
•	 RightMedia
•	 PulsePoint
•	 Admob
•	 OpenX
•	 Facebook Exchange
•	 LiveRail
•	 BrightRoll
•	 Videology
•	 Mobclixs
•	 Nexage
•	 Mopub
•	 Smaato
•	 Improve Digital
•	 Adjug
•	 Lijit
•	 Admeta
•	 Adscale
•	 Casale
•	 CoxDigital
•	 Rubicon
•	 YieldLab
•	 PulsePoint

AUtOmAted trAdIng 

& rtB plAyerS  

ACtIve In BelgIUm

IAB AutomAted tRAdInG whItepApeR

Delivery Systems, tools, analytics, 
verification, privacy
•	 24/7 Media
•	 Adtech
•	 Doubleclick
•	 SAS
•	 Weborama
•	 Adobe
•	 Google Analytics
•	 Comscore
•	 Omniture
•	 Nielsen
•	 Evidon
•	 DoubleVerify
•	 Truste
•	 Adform
•	 AdmantX
•	 Smart AdServer
•	 DG Mediamind
•	 Salesforce
•	 Ghostery
•	 Alenty

Trading Desks
•	 IgnitionOne
•	 Point Blank
•	 MediaDonuts
•	 Pervorm
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a n n e x e s

AB testing

AB testing refers to two different versions of a page or a page element such 
as a heading, image or button. AB testing is aimed at increasing page or site 
effectiveness against key performance indicators including click through rates, 
conversion rates and revenue per visit.

Ad exchange

An ad exchange is a sales channel between publishers and ad networks that 
can also provide aggregated inventory to advertisers. They provide a technology 
platform that facilitates automated auction based pricing and buying in real-time. 
Ad exchanges’ business models and practices may include features that are similar 
to those offered by ad networks.

Ad inventory 

The total number of ad impressions that a web site can sell over time (usually 
specified per month).

Ad server

An ad server is a web server dedicated to the delivery of advertisement. This 
specialization enables the tracking and management of advertising related metrics.

Adware

Computer software provided to the user free of charge or at a discounted price 
that downloads and displays advertising to support its continued development and 
maintenance. This software often tracks what Internet sites the user visits.

Affiliate marketing

An agreement between two sites in which one site (the affiliate) agrees to feature 
content or an ad designed to drive traffic to another site. In return, the affiliate 
receives a percentage of sales or some other form of compensation generated by 
that traffic.

lexICOn

IAB AutomAted tRAdInG whItepApeR
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a n n e x e s

Algorithm 

The set of ‘rules’ a search engine may use to determine the relevance of a web 
page (and therefore ranking) in its organic search results. See also organic search 
results and Search Engine Optimisation.

Behavioural targeting

Using previous online user activity (e.g., pages visited, content viewed, searches, 
clicks and purchases) to generate a segment which is used to match advertising 
creative to users (sometimes also called Behavioral Profiling, Interest-based 
Advertising, or online behavioral advertising). Behavioral targeting uses anonymous, 
non-PII data.

Below the fold placement

A term derived from printed media, which is used to indicate whether a banner 
advertisement or other content is displayed on a web page with (below the fold) or 
without (above the fold) the need to scroll.

click fraud

Click fraud is a type of internet crime that occurs in pay per click online advertising 
when a person, automated script, or computer program imitates a legitimate user of 
a web browser clicking on an ad, for the purpose of generating a charge per click 
without having actual interest in the target of the ad’s link.

contextual targeting

Targeting content that deals with specific topics, as determined by a contextual 
scanning technology.

cookie

Information placed on a visitor’s computer or mobile by a web server that can 
be stored or retrieved when the site is accessed. Used to record a user’s unique 
behaviour during each visit.

lexICOn
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a n n e x e s

cpA or cost per Action 

Cost of advertising based on a visitor taking some specifically defined action in 
response to an ad. Examples of “Actions” include such things as completing a sales 
transaction, or filling out a form.

cpA or cost per Acquisition 

Refers to the overall costs associated with acquiring one user. This can be calculated 
by dividing total marketing costs by total number of new users.

cpc or cost per click

CPC or cost-per-click is the cost of advertising based on the number of clicks 
received.

cpm or cost per mille (impressions)

Media term describing the cost of 1.000 impressions. For example, a website 
that charges €1.500 per ad and reports 100.000 impressions has a CPM of €15 
(€1.500 divided by 100).

data exchanges

Online auction marketplace where advertisers acquire 3rd party data that helps 
them better reach their target audiences with display. 

Data Exchanges were created as marketplaces where Online Data Providers could 
sell their data directly to DSPs and Ad Networks. Who Uses: Ad Networks, DSPs.

dSp

A demand side platform (DSP), also called buy side optimiser and buy side platform 
is a technology platform that provides centralized and aggregated media buying 
from multiple sources including ad exchanges, ad networks and sell side platforms, 
often leveraging real-time bidding capabilities of these sources.

lexICOn
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a n n e x e s

Geotargeting

Displaying (or preventing the display of) content based on automated or assumed 
knowledge of an end user’s position in the real world. Relevant to both PC and 
mobile data services.

Io or Insertion order

Purchase order between a seller of interactive advertising and a buyer (usually an 
advertiser or its agency).

Instream Video Ads

Played before, during or after the streaming video content that the consumer has 
requested. These ads cannot typically be stopped from being played (particularly 
with pre-roll). This format is frequently used to monetise the video content that 
the publisher is delivering. In-Stream ads can be played inside short or long form 
video and rely on video content for their delivery. There are four different types of 
video content where in-stream may play, UGC (User Generated Content/Video), 
Syndicated, Sourced and Journalistic.

Ip address

An IP address is the numerical address assigned to each computer on the internet so 
that its location and activities can be distinguished from those of other computers. 
IP address generally refers to the IPv4 addresses, a 32 bit value represented as 4 
blocks of 8 bit values separated by periods (dot-decimal notation). This will look like 
##.##.##.## with each number ranging from 0 through 255. 

opt in

The process where a subscriber provides explicit consent, after receiving notice form 
the mobile marketer.

opt out

The process where a subscriber revokes consent, after receiving notice from the 
mobile marketer.

lexICOn
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a n n e x e s

passback 

An impression offered to a media buyer with the right of first refusal, such that when 
this right is exercised the impression is offered to another media buyer.

preroll Video

A preroll video ad is an In-Stream Video Ads that occurs before the video content 
the user has requested.

RtB or Real-time Bidding

The RTB acronym indicates a real-time system for either bidding on or buying ad 
inventory. The initial RTB ecosystems evolved from the efforts of DSPs to create 
a more efficient exchange of inventory. Due to these roots, RTB ecosystems put 
significant emphasis on user information (demographic and behavioral data, for 
example), while discounting the situation information (the publisher and context).

Retargeting

The use of a pixel tag or other code to enable a third-party to recognise particular 
users outside of the domain from which the activity was collected. See Creative 
Retargeting, Site Retargeting.

Spyware

Computer software that is installed surreptitiously to intercept or take partial control 
over the user’s interaction with a computer, without the user’s informed consent. 
Spyware programs can collect various types of information, such as Internet surfing 
habits, but can also interfere with user control of the computer in other ways, such 
as installing additional software, and redirecting web browser activity. The software 
usually does not contain generally accepted standards of notice describing what 
the purpose and/or behavior of the software is nor does is usually contain visible or 
functioning choice mechanisms for complete uninstall. The programs are typically 
characterized by behaviors that can be considered deceptive if not harmful to the 
user and/or his computer.

lexICOn
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a n n e x e s

SSp or Sell Side platform

A sell side platform (SSP), also called sell side optimiser, inventory aggregator, and 
yield optimiser is a technology platform that provides outsourced media selling and 
ad network management services for publishers. A sell side platform business model 
resembles that of an ad network in that it aggregates ad impression inventory. 
However, a sell side platform serves publishers exclusively, and does not provide 
services for advertisers. The inventory managed by the SSP is usually purchased by 
aggregate buyers, either demand side platforms (DSPs) or ad networks. 

trading desk 

An agency branch trading entity known as the expert operators in their use of new 
technology.  These entities can be independent or operate within an agency holding 
company.  This group of people (known as traders) play the day-to-day campaign 
management role. Who uses:  Agency holding companies, operating agencies, 
advertisers.

uGc or user Generated content

Content created by the public at large, generally not professionally edited, and 
directly uploaded to a site

warez

Warez refers primarily to copyrighted works distributed without fees or royalties, 
and may be traded, in general violation of copyright law. The term generally refers 
to unauthorized releases by organized groups, as opposed to file sharing between 
friends or large groups of people with similar interest using a darknet.

yield management 

Yield and Revenue Management is the process of understanding, anticipating and 
influencing advertiser and consumer behavior in order to maximise profits through 
better selling, pricing, packaging and inventory management, while delivering value 
to advertisers and site users.

lexICOn
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a n n e x e s

The advertising industry has developed a self-regulatory initiative across all EU 
and EEA markets with the goal of offering internet users clear, transparent and 
contextual information about the collection and use of information for behavioural 
advertising (including retargeting), as well way this information can be controlled 
and managed, and ways to turn it off all together.

At the heart of this work is an icon that will appear in or around the advertisements 
on websites, as well as on web pages themselves. When a user clicks on the icon, 
he or she will be able to find out more about the information collected and used 
for this purpose. The icon will also link to ways for the internet user to manage their 
interests, such as via privacy dashboards or ad preference managers. It will also link 
to the pan European website now available in the languages of 29 EU countries - 
www.youronlinechoices.eu - with helpful advice, tips to help protect privacy and a 
control page where you can turn off behavioural advertising. As yet, the icon does 
not have to be applied to ads on mobile or other connected devices (but can be). 
The consumer can also file a complaint if he feels that a company does not respect 
the OBA Framework. To handle these complaints, IAB Belgium works together with 
the JEP (Jury voor Ethische Praktijken inzake reclame / Le Jury d’Ethique Publicitaire  
- www.jep.be).

It is mandatory for third ad businesses to licence and serve the icon in or around 
ads. Publishers can also use the icon on their web pages (e.g. as a footer) and 
details on how to apply for an icon are available at www.edaa.eu. Publishers are 
encouraged to work with third party ad businesses committed to this self-regulatory 
programme. Whilst not, in itself, a compliance solution for the revised ePrivacy 
Directive, the initiative has the full support of the European Commission.

OBA FrAmewOrk

IAB AutomAted tRAdInG whItepApeR
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b e c o m e  a n  i a b - b e l g i u m  m e m b e r

In a digital world that is increasingly fragmented and complex, but which is also 
changing at the speed of light, it’s the duty of IAB-Belgium as the digital advertising 
association to guide the market and help advertisers to distinguish trends from 
mature digital channels, enhancing the efficiency of digital strategies. Participate in 
growing your market and enjoy the IAB-Belgium member benefits. More information 
on how to become an IAB-Belgium member at www.iab-belgium.be. 

IAB-Belgium has built for you the IAB-Community as a one-stop-shop for relevant 
and qualitative digital marketing information. In this context, IAB-Belgium has also 
developed the IAB-Dashboards.

Be part of this community at www.iab-community.be and follow the latest 
researches, white papers, news and events from IAB-Belgium and their partners in 
the digital world.
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IAB-Belgium is the Belgian association for digital and interactive advertising.  
We represent the interests of over 200 advertisers, publishers, sales houses, media 
agencies, advertising agencies and all other companies who deliver digital services. 
IAB-Belgium regulates the market, inspires with research and trains new digital 
experts to grow the market of online advertising.

IAB Belgium has the ambition to lead advertisers in this ever-changing, fragmented 
and complex digital world.

The IAB-Community delivers interesting research, whitepapers, news, events and 
cases, but it also provides context by adding the opinions of the digital experts.
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